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Easy battery calibration apk

Download APKName Battery Calibration Pro 2018Package daltonbrothers.batterycalibrationproVersion 1.4Size 1.90 MBInstalls 500,000+ downloadsDeveloped By Dalton Brothers Apps ★ Also works without root access ★To get the most out of your battery, you have to calibrate your device each time
after installing a new ROM or when you see it gets desalibrated (which can happen after a few months). This is the easiest way to calibrate your device: follow the steps on the screen and you'll calibrate the battery in no time! For optimal results use this app with Root Access. If your device Stock this app
will still help android systems to calibrate your battery. Safe for DownloadSTE Primo and the download link of this app is 100% secure. The download link of this app will be redirected to the Official App Store site, thus the app is genuine and has not been modified in any way. Understand ★ Also works
without root access ★To get the most out of your battery, you have to calibrate your device each time after installing a new ROM or when you see it gets desalibrated (which can happen after a few months). This is the easiest way to calibrate your device: follow the steps on the screen and you'll calibrate
the battery in no time! For optimal results use this app with Root Access. If your device Stock this app will still help android systems to calibrate your battery.
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